
Preliminary Floor Plan:

The bubble diagram may be super-imposed on an 
architectural space plan, to translate the chronology, 

proximity, and scale of stories described into rooms, 
cases, visitor expereinces and environments. This 

is the appropriate moment to  describe theatres
and classrooms.

PRODUCT: Early floor plans allows for discussions 
regarding appropriate media for messages, and 

appropriate spaces for ideas and experiences.  
For example, those ideas which are vastly too large 

for the space available, but which are essential to the 
story-line, may be accommodated in media which  

compresses stories into small spaces. 
FUNCTIONAL: These plans allow a more clear 

understanding of the relationship of individual stories 
to the whole narrative.  The menu of ideas shown on 

the floor plan also defines the relative scope of the 
questions that this particular exhibition will engage.

Floor Plans

Refined Floor Plan/Scale Model: 

The information gathered from the review of the 
concept boards allows greater commitment to be 
made to exact locations and specific media for the 
visitor experience.  The level of detail possible at 
this point incorporates organizational patterns, 
derived from each of the stories to be represented.

PRODUCT: Detailed models of the exhibition spaces 
and series of experiences.  This spatial rendering 
allows in-scale walk-throughs and analysis of 
vistas, and vantage points capable of sustaining 
larger, environmental images.  Lighting issues 

associated with the public spaces may 
also start to be assessed.
FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS:  The reality 
implied by the model may be employed 
to represent the entire exhibit concept 
to a variety of audiences.  Model photos 
may also be employed to impart a sense 
of scale, and reinforce overall impressions 
of discreet areas of the exhibition.  
Vocabularies of forms and surface 
textures may be introduced in the model to 
examine all physical solutions within the a 
larger set of exhibit-specific interpretive 
and environmental solutions.

Scale Model of Entire Exhibition Area
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